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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an ultrasonic scalpel based on the longitudinal-torsional vibration mode
to enhance the hemostatic ability. The concentrator of the proposed ultrasonic scalpel has been specially
designed with spiral grooves to realize this vibration mode. The change of the working mode has enlarged
the vertical motion component of the distal blade to efficiently radiate energy into the dissected tissues,
supporting that the blood vessel can receive sufficient energy to be sealed. The electromechanical equivalent
method has been employed in the initial design of the scalpel to obtain the desired resonance frequency. The
structural optimization based on the finite element method (FEM) has been conducted to further improve
the proposed design, as well as investigation of its dynamic performances. Both the conventional and
presented ultrasonic scalpel prototypes were fabricated, and their important parameters such as, mechanical
quality factor and resonance frequency, were tested and compared using an impedance analyzer. The ex-
vivo experiments have been conducted to measure the vertical temperature distribution to investigate their
transferring heat effects. The corresponding results indicated that the internal temperature values of tissues
cut with the proposed hemostatic-enhanced ultrasonic scalpel are 24.0% higher on the 3mm layer, 16.5%
higher on the 6mm layer, and 8.5% higher on the 9mm layer, respectively. The sealing capacity of the
ultrasonic scalpels has been investigated through the coagulation dissection experiment on the chicken
carotid and their burst pressure tests. The average burst pressure of the sealed vessels by the hemostatic-
enhanced ultrasonic scalpel can achieve higher values than that of the conventional ultrasonic scalpel.

INDEX TERMS Electrosurgery, ultrasonic scalpel, enhanced hemostatic, design optimization, piezoelectric
ceramics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic scalpels have been increasingly introduced as a
kind of preferred energy-based surgical instrument to per-
form precise dissection of soft tissues in a variety of clinic
procedures [1]–[3]. They can offer significant advantages
over the traditional electrosurgery devices in terms of greater
cutting precision, less toxic surgical smoke [4], and avoid-
ance of potential safety hazards such as unintended burns to
the patient and malfunction of implanted electronic devices
(pacemakers or cardioversion devices etc.) [5]. The ultrasonic
scalpel is typically composed of a piezoelectric converter,
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a flange, a concentrator, and a blade, as shown in Fig. 1.
The piezoelectric ceramic is an outstanding candidate for
ultrasonic scalpel actuators due to its excellent performances
in terms of rapid responses to voltage inputs, high stiff-
ness and large output force [6]–[9]. Ultrasonic piezoelec-
tric converters can transform the high-frequency ultrasonic
oscillating signals into mechanical vibration based on the
converse piezoelectric effect [10], [11]. The concentrator
is designed to focus the mechanical vibration energy and
amplify the vibration amplitude generated by the piezoelec-
tric converter. The amplified vibration eventually transmits
to the distal blade. With the high-frequency vibration of the
blade, fracture occurs within the tissue and the heat generated
by the oscillation can cause protein coagulation during the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic structure of the typical ultrasonic scalpel.

tissue-tool interaction, allowing for simultaneous cutting and
sealing.

However, the existing ultrasonic scalpels are not com-
petent in all situations. Previous studies indicated that the
conventional ultrasonic scalpels typically generate a temper-
ature below 80∼100◦C while cutting, which is not capable
of sealing the vessels with a large diameter of more than
3mm [12]–[14]. To avoid the rupture of large blood vessels
and the possibly serious surgical risks, instead of the energy-
based hemostatic instruments, vascular closure devices [15],
titanium nip [5], and staplers [16] are often selected as hemo-
static tools. Nevertheless, these methods will leave foreign
substances in the human body and the frequent replacement
of surgical instruments will extend the operation time and
lead to increased risks of surgical complications. Ethicon has
developed a novel hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel (Harmonic
Ace, Ethicon, USA), which can seal thick blood vessels by
decreasing the input power while cutting to extend coagu-
lation time [17], but its longer coagulation time enormously
increases thermal damage [18]. BOWA has proposed a novel
scalpel to perform the dissection by pure torsional oscillation
(LOUTS, BOWAMEDICAL, UK), however, this scalpel also
suffered from aggravated thermal damage [19]. Olympus has
combined the advantages of both the ultrasonic scalpel and
the bipolar electrosurgical scalpel (Thunderbeat, Olympus,
Japan) to achieve the task of sealing 7mm-diameter blood
vessels [20]. However, the introduction of the electrosurgi-
cal method makes the system complicated and could bring
potential safety risks. Many studies have been performed
to optimize the ultrasonic scalpel design. Ogura et al. [21]
developed a bendable ultrasonic scalpel using a superelastic
nickel-titanium alloy blade, but the vibration amplitude suf-
fered from a decrease of 42%when operating in the bent state,
which weakens the cutting performance. Khalaji et al. [22]
developed a 3-DOF wrist-articulated ultrasonic scalpel that
enables bending and deflecting motion of the scalpel by
miniaturizing the scalpel and integrating it into an end-
effector based on a double-parallelogram structure. These
designs focus on enhancing the flexibility and mobility of
the ultrasonic scalpel instead of improving the hemostatic
properties of the ultrasonic scalpel. Using the surgical-grade
stainless steel and silicon, Kuang et al. [23] developed a new
type of ultrasonic scalpel that was configured as a flat shape
for the main body and worked with a lateral vibration mode.
However, this design suffered from problems in terms of easy

cracking under high-stress conditions and significant heat
generation phenomena. To enhance the hemostatic capacity
and expand the application scenarios, an enhanced hemostatic
ultrasonic scalpel is required.

When sealing the larger arteries, an appropriate increase
in heat generation is essential. K. Ebina et al. have validated
that the heat generation in the duration of dissection is mainly
caused by the tissue’s expansion and contraction, instead of
the friction between the scalpel and tissue, by carrying out
an experiment with an ultrasonic scalpel under a 44.3kHz
driving signal. This indicates that a vertical rather than a
longitudinal vibration can generate more heat to coagulate
the deeper tissue [24]. As the torsional vibration has a larger
vertical motion component and can radiate more energy in
the lateral direction, it can be inferred that the introduction of
torsional vibration mode into longitudinal mode will enhance
the capacity of sealing large arteries.

Based on the above analysis, the mechanical structure
of the concentrator on the enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic
scalpel has been designed with spiral grooves. It can be
driven by the piezoelectric ceramics to change the operat-
ing mode from the longitudinal vibration to longitudinal-
torsional vibration. With the introduction of this torsional
vibration, the vertical motion component is significantly
enlarged, thus transferring energy more efficiently into the
tissues and improving the sealing capacity. This paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the initial mechanical
design of the scalpel. In Section 3, the finite element method
(FEM)-based simulation and structural optimization have
been performed to investigate and enhance the cutting and
sealing performances. The measurements of the performance
parameters of the proposed enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic
scalpel and the conventional ultrasonic scalpel have been
conducted in Section 4, as well as two kinds of ex-vivo
tissue experiments for design verification and comparison.
The conclusion part has been presented in Section 5.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE HEMOSTATIC
ULTRASONIC SCALPEL
To achieve an excellent cutting and sealing performance,
the ultrasonic scalpel typically works under the resonance
frequency to efficiently transfer more energy. Recent stud-
ies have validated and suggested that the typical resonance
frequency values of around 55kHz and 55.5kHz for the
ultrasonic scalpel can better achieve such an aim through a
series of experiments [2], [25]. Therefore, the initial structure
design of the scalpel in this work is targeted at a resonance
frequency of 55.5 kHz.

A. INITIAL STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF ULTRASONIC
SCALPEL
The ultrasonic scalpel consists of a preloading bolt, a thick-
ened gasket, a stack of piezoelectric ceramics, a front
slab, a concentrator, and a scalpel blade, as shown in
Fig. 1. Four pieces of the ring-shaped piezoelectric ceramics
(C-213, Fujicera, Japan) are stacked and integrated to drive
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TABLE 1. Material parameters of each component of the scalpel.

the designed ultrasonic scalpel to provide sufficient cutting
energy.

The uniform prestress of about 25MPa is applied onto the
gasket attached with the piezoelectric ceramics by using the
preloading bolt, to guarantee the full contact among differ-
ent components. This prestress can also suppress the PZT
hysteresis phenomenon so as to provide improved output
performances. In order to enhance the transmission efficiency
of ultrasonic energy from the proximal piezoelectric ceramics
to the distal blade, the material selected for the ultrasonic
scalpel needs to comply with the following rules of acoustic
impedance [26].{

ZBAG > ZPZT > Zcon
ZPZT =

√
Zcon ∗ ZBAG

(1)

where, ZPZT and Zcon represent the acoustic impedance of
the piezoelectric ceramic and the concentrator respectively.
ZBAG denotes the combined acoustic impedance of the bolt
and gasket. According to the parameter comparison of the
standard medical materials, the materials for each component
have been selected and summarized in Table. 1. In particular,
the TC4 titanium alloy has been selected for the blade fabri-
cation to provide a long service life and an excellent cutting
performance, due to its excellent attributes of low acoustic
impedance, high tensile strength, and light weight [27].

To obtain the desired resonance frequency, the electrome-
chanical equivalent method has been employed to establish
the equation of structural dimensions and resonance fre-
quency [26], [28], [29]. Since there are similarities between
the mechanical vibration and electrical resonance, we can
equate the typical parameters of mass or vibration speed with
electrical counterpart quantities based on the electromechan-
ical equivalent method to form an electromechanical equiv-
alent circuitry, as shown in Fig. 2. Zx denotes the equivalent
impedances corresponding to each component of the ultra-
sonic scalpel; U expresses the voltage applied to the scalpel;
C0 represents the one-dimensional cut-off capacitance of the
piezoelectric ceramic stack; P is the number of the piezoelec-
tric ceramics, and n is the electromechanical coefficient of the
ceramics.

According to Kirchhoff’s law, the total impedance can be
determined as follows.

Ztotal =
Zelecn2Zm
Zelec+n2Zm

= Re (Ztotal)+ Im(Ztotal) (2)

where

Zelec =
1

jwpC0
(3)

n =
d33Se
SE33 · t

(4)

C0 =
εS33

t
Se (5)

and 

Zm = Z23 +
(Z21 + Zr )(Z22 + Zs)
(Z21 + Zr )+ (Z22 + Zs)

Zr = Z12 +
Z11Z33

Z11 + Z33
Zs = Z31 +

(Z32 + Z41 + Z4f )Z33(
Z32 + Z41 + Z4f

)
+ Z33

Z4f =
(Z42 + Z51 + Z5f )Z43(
Z42 + Z51 + Z5f

)
+ Z43

Z5f =
(Z52 + Z61 + Z6f )Z53(
Z52 + Z61 + Z6f

)
+ Z53

Z6f =

(
Z62 + Z71 + Z7f

)
Z63(

Z62 + Z71 + Z7f
)
+ Z63

Z7f =
(Z72 + Z81 + Z8f )Z73(
Z72 + Z81 + Z8f

)
+ Z73

Z8f =
Z82Z83

Z82 + Z83

(6)

where, Se denotes the cross-sectional area of the PZT; t is
the thickness of one piece PZT; d33, sE33 and ε

s
33 represent the

piezoelectric strain constant, elastic compliance constant and
dielectric constant, respectively.

For each component, the impedance values can be calcu-
lated by

Zi1 = jρiciSi tan (
kiLi
2

)

Zi2 = Zi1

Zi3 =
ρiciSi

j sin (kiLi)

, i = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 (7)



Zi1 =
−jρiciSi1
kiLi

(√
Si2
Si1
− 1

)
−

jρiciSi1 cot (kiLi)+
jρici
√
Si1Si2

sin kiLi

Zi2 =
−jρiciSi2
kiLi

(√
Si1
Si2
− 1

)
−

jρiciSi2 cot (kiLi)+
jρici
√
Si1Si2

sin kiLi

Zi3 =
ρici
√
Si1Si2

j sin kiLi

, i = 4, 7 (8)

where, ki is the wavenumber and it can be formulated
as ki = ω/ci; ci stands for the wave speed; ρi is
the density of each component of the scalpel; Li and
Si denote the length and cross-sectional area of each
component.
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FIGURE 2. Electromechanical equivalent circuitry of the ultrasonic transducer.

When the ultrasonic scalpel is working under a res-
onant frequency, that is Im (Ztotal) = 0, the dimen-
sional parameters of the ultrasonic scalpel are derived
based on the equations and comprehensive consideration of
machining capacity and engineering experience, as labeled
in Fig. 3

B. STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE ENHANCED
HEMOSTATIC ULTRASONIC SCALPEL
To enhance the ultrasonic scalpel’s sealing capacity on the
blood vessels with a large diameter, the improvement on
the initial ultrasonic scalpel has been implemented by fabri-
cating four spiral grooves on the concentrator. The detailed
structure of the improved concentrator has been illustrated
in Fig. 4. This structural modification can degenerate its
working mode from the longitudinal vibration mode to the
longitudinal-torsional vibration mode to increase the vertical
motion component [30], thus improving the sealing capacity.
The approach has been validated in the research fields of
ultrasonic rock drilling devices and design of bone biopsy
needles [30], [31]. The parameters of the improved concentra-
tor include length L6, L7 and L8, widthW , depthH , and spiral
angle θ . The spiral angle θ could be obtained as follows:

tan θ =
2πR
L8
·
φ

360
(9)

where, φ denotes the rotation angle of the spiral groove.
Considering the size limitation and machining capacity, the
corresponding initial structure parameters of the concentrator
are determined and summarized in Table. 2.

TABLE 2. Initial design parameters of the concentrator.

III. FEM SIMULATION-BASED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF
THE HEMOSTATIC ULTRASONIC SCALPEL
After the calculation of the initial dimensions, the FEM-based
design optimization has been carried out to further improve
the cutting and sealing performances based on the ANSYS
software (ANSYS18.0, ANSYS Inc, US).

A. FEM-BASED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
The optimization process typically includes design vari-
ables, objective functions, a set of constraint functions, and
the optimal solution. As the concentrator is the crucial
part that transforms the longitudinal vibration mode to the
longitudinal-torsional vibration mode, the following opti-
mization will focus on its structural details. The optimization
objective can be illustrated as enhancing the sealing capacity
while maintaining the cutting performance. It can be achieved
in three aspects. Firstly, to enhance the sealing capacity,
the torsional-longitudinal vibration amplitude ratio should be
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FIGURE 3. The initial dimensions of the designed ultrasonic scalpel.

FIGURE 4. Key parameters of the improved concentrator.

increased to magnify the blade’s vertical motion component
on the surface in contact with the tissue [24]. Secondly,
to preserve the cutting performance, the resonance frequency
should be consistent with the desired frequency. Thirdly,
the ultrasonic transducer’s flange is connected to a fixed
support, which may cause the coupled vibration between
the ultrasonic scalpel and support. Therefore, the vibration
amplitude of the flange should be minimized to avoid this
coupling [32]. As mentioned above, the design optimization
can be formulated as:

Min

|f − 55500| ,
∣∣Af ∣∣ , 1∣∣∣AtAl ∣∣∣

 (10)

s.t.



20mm ≤ L6 ≤ 23mm
6.5mm ≤ L7 ≤ 7.5mm
14.5mm ≤ L8 ≤ 16.5mm
0.4mm ≤ W ≤ 0.8mm
300◦ ≤ ∅ ≤ 420◦

(11)

where, f denotes the resonance frequency of the scalpel; Af
is the vibration amplitude of the flange; At and Al express
the torsional and longitudinal vibration amplitude respec-
tively. To ensure the working frequency is sufficiently close
to the target resonance frequency of 55.5kHz, the variation
ranges of the key variables should be limited to approach the
resonance range, and they have also been determined with
consideration of the machining capacity, as shown in (11).

FIGURE 5. The contribution of the design variables on the objective
functions based on sensitivity analysis.

To simplify the optimization process, unnecessary or unim-
portant variables should be ignored. Based on the built-in
function block of Local Sensitivity in the ANSYSworkbench
software, the sensitivity analysis has been subsequently per-
formed to analyze the contribution of each design variable
on the results of objective functions, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
The sensitivity value results vary in the range of [−1,1].
Variables L6, L7 and L8 produce larger absolute values than
the other variables, indicating more significant impacts on the
objective functions. Thus, these three variables are selected as
key variables to be optimized. The absolute sensitivity values
of W and φ are much smaller (no more than 0.1 for each
objective function), so they can be designed as constants to
simplify the optimization process.

To reveal the relationship among the selected key design
variables and the optimization objectives, the response sur-
face methodology (RSM) has been adopted to generate
response surfaces among the optimal objective and structural
parameters [33]. The multi-objective genetic algorithm is a
random search for algorithmwith multiple start search points,
which is well suitable to search the global optimal solution.
Thus, it is subsequently utilized to determine the optimal
value for each key variable based on the built-in functional
block in ANSYS18.0.
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TABLE 3. Key structural parameters and performance parameters before
and after optimization.

FIGURE 6. The deformation of the conventional ultrasonic scalpel in
modal analysis.

The key structural parameters and performance param-
eters before and after optimization have been summarized
and compared in Table 3. The ratio between the torsional
vibration amplitude and longitudinal vibration amplitude of
the proposed ultrasonic scalpel has increased from 31.1% to
39.8%, which indicates that the lateral radiation energy has
been increased, as well as the sealing ability. The vibration
amplitude of the flange has slightly decreased by 5.8%, which
will result in a better decoupling capacity with the support.
The resonance frequency has dropped only by 0.7%, and such
a small change insufficiently affects the performances of the
ultrasonic scalpel. So far, the dimensions of the ultrasonic
scalpel have been finally determined.

B. FEM-BASED DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION
To validate the proposed enhanced hemostatic scalpel
can generate a longitudinal-torsional vibration and radiate
more energy than the conventional ultrasonic scalpel, the
FEM-based simulation comparisons have been conducted
between the ultrasonic scalpels with and without spiral
grooves. The modal analysis on deformation distribution of
these two scalpels has been conducted under the resonance
frequency, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It can be inferred
from the different deformation of the two scalpels that the
torsional vibration has been generated and introduced into the
primary longitudinal vibration mode. Moreover, the torsional
displacement along the axis of the proposed enhanced hemo-
static ultrasonic scalpel has been investigated through modal
analysis, as shown in Fig. 8. The torsional displacement can

FIGURE 7. The deformation of the enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic
scalpel in modal analysis.

FIGURE 8. Torsional displacement distribution along the axis of the
proposed enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel in modal analysis.

practically be observed only after the modified concentrator
of the hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel, which indicates that the
change of the working mode results from the change of the
concentrator’s mechanical structure. The displacement vector
distribution of the two ultrasonic scalpels has been investi-
gated, as indicated in Figs.9 and 10. It is evident that the
enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel has obtained a greater
radial displacement component on the blade, which will lead
to more lateral radiation energy and an enhanced ability to
seal the vessel.

The results of the harmonic response analysis of the two
scalpels with a driving sinewave signal with the amplitude
of 150V within [50, 60KHz], which is consistent with the
voltage amplitude used in the subsequent experiments, have
been quantitatively summarized in Table. 4. The torsional
deformation of the enhanced hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel
is obviously higher than that of the conventional ultrasonic
scalpel, while the other dynamic properties are similar. It has
been validated by the simulation that the enhanced hemostatic
scalpel has obtained a larger torsional vibration amplitude
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FIGURE 9. Displacement vector distribution of conventional ultrasonic
scalpel.

FIGURE 10. Displacement vector distribution of the proposed enhanced
hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel.

TABLE 4. Performance comparison between the conventional ultrasonic
scalpel and the proposed hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel.

while maintaining the cutting performance after the theoreti-
cal calculation and optimization.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. PROTOTYPE OF THE PROPOSED SCALPELS AND
PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION
The prototypes of the proposed ultrasonic scalpel and con-
ventional ultrasonic scalpel were fabricated by computer-
ized numerical control (CNC)-based techniques, as shown
in Fig. 11. Both ultrasonic scalpels utilized the same piezo-
electric converter and blade, except for the concentrator part.
The dynamic parameters of both ultrasonic scalpels have been
measured by an impedance analyzer (PV520A from Bandera,
China) within the sweep frequency range of [50, 60KHz],

FIGURE 11. The fabricated prototypes of the designed hemostatic
ultrasonic scalpel and conventional ultrasonic scalpel.

TABLE 5. Comparison of experimental parameters between the proposed
ultrasonic scalpel and conventional ultrasonic scalpel.

as summarized in Table. 5. The enhanced hemostatic scalpel
had a similar operating frequency, and electromechanical
coupling coefficients, and a decreased equivalent resistance
value compared to the conventional scalpel. These results
indicate that the proposed scalpel has maintained the dynamic
performances while introducing the torsional vibration into
longitudinal vibration. The resonance frequency of each
ultrasonic scalpel only has a deviation of less than 0.5%
from the target frequency, indicating the design method’s
effectiveness. Meanwhile, the mechanical quality factor (QF)
of the hemostatic ultrasonic scalpel has achieved 1510.5,
far exceeding 1000. This advantage supports an excellent
efficiency of converting electrical energy into mechanical
energy and enables the scalpel to generate sufficient energy
for cutting.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE VERTICAL
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION TEST
When sealing the thicker blood vessels, it is necessary to
heat and coagulate deeper tissues to enhance the hemostatic
effect. A desirable hemostatic performance corresponds to
a better heat transfer efficiency to deeper tissues. To verify
the designed ultrasonic scalpel obtains an enhanced ability
in transferring heat to deeper tissues compared to the con-
ventional ultrasonic scalpel, the vertical temperature distri-
bution experiment was conducted. The experimental setup
has been configured as shown in Fig. 12. It mainly consisted
of a digital waveform generator (33500B from Keysight,
China), a power amplifier (9200A from Tabor electronics,
Israel) with an accuracy of ±2%, the ultrasonic scalpels,
three thermocouple probes (WRNT-01, Kaipusen, China),
and a thermometer (DT-3891G, CEM, China). The waveform
generator produced a sinewave with an amplitude of 3V and a
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FIGURE 12. Experimental setup of the vertical temperature distribution of
the adipose tissue.

frequency consistent with the scalpel’s resonance frequency.
The power amplifier amplified the voltage by 50 times to
provide sufficient driving power. The amplified signals were
applied to the piezoelectric converter, driving the ultrasonic
scalpel to transmit energy to the tissue. The subcutaneous
adipose tissue of pig was chosen as the experimental target,
as it is more uniform and easier to operate than the other
tissues, facilitating the even transfer of heat.

The vertical temperature distribution on the tissue was
measured by the thermocouple probes and recorded by the
thermometer. Three thermocouple probes were utilized to
measure the adipose tissue’s temperature distribution at the
depth of 3mm, 6 mm and 9 mm below the tissue upper
surface. For each scalpel, four measurements were carried out
to reveal the heat transmission capacity, and the temperature-
time relationship curves were fitted with a quintuple poly-
nomial using the polyfit function in MATLAB. One typical
group result has been shown in Fig. 13. The L-T curves
(the three full lines) denote the temperature-time relationship
when using the longitudinal-torsional ultrasonic scalpel, the
L curves (the three dotted lines) are produced using the
conventional longitudinal ultrasonic scalpel. The thin lines
are the original data while the thick lines are the fitted curve.
The detailed four group results of the four measurements
have been summarized in Table 6. The results indicate the
improved ultrasonic scalpel can generate more heat at three
different depths: 24.0% higher on the 3mm layer, 16.5%
higher on the 6mm layer, and 8.5% higher on the 9mm layer.
Such improved outcomes validate the enhanced hemostatic
ultrasonic scalpel has obtained an enhanced heat transferring
capacity due to the torsional vibration component for facili-
tating the energy transmission.

FIGURE 13. The vertical temperature distribution curves along the
adipose tissue.

TABLE 6. The temperature distribution at different depths.

While it can be observed that the temperature curve of the
conventional scalpel in 3mm depth rises rapidly at the begin-
ning stage, and then rises with a slow rate, the corresponding
temperature curve of the improved scalpel steadily rises and
then surpasses the heat increase of the conventional scalpel
at some specific points for all the measured group data.
This occurs because the heat of pure longitudinal vibration
is mainly caused by the friction between the tissue and the
blade. The friction can result in a steep increase of the blade
temperature and transfers more heat to the shallow tissue in
a short time, but then this increment will slow down with the
time increases.

C. EX-VIVO COAGULATION DISSECTION AND BURST
PRESSURE TEST EXPERIMENT ON CHICKEN CAROTID
The ex-vivo coagulation dissection and burst pressure test
experiments on the chicken carotids were carried out to assess
the cutting and sealing capacity of the improved ultrasonic
scalpel. Plenty of chicken carotids were manually prepared
and measured as shown in Fig. 14. Twenty of the carotids
with diameters of 3-4mm were sifted out and equally divided
into two groups. Ten dissections were conducted by the two
scalpels respectively, and the corresponding burst pressure
values were measured and recorded to characterize the coag-
ulation capacity of different scalpels.

As shown in Fig. 15, the experimental setup included an
infusion syringe pump (AMK321, AMK, China), a manome-
ter (RS232, AZ Instrument Corp, Taiwan), a medical tee
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FIGURE 14. (a) Part of the prepared chicken carotids. (b) and (c) shows
how the vessels were measured.

tube, and a disposable intravenous infusion tube. The infu-
sion syringe pump was utilized to provide a stable injection
speed while injecting the normal saline into the sealed vessel
through a disposable intravenous infusion tube. Connected by
the medical tee tube, the pump, the manometer and the sealed
vessel shared the same pressure, thus the manometer can
measure and record the pressure variation in the sealed vessel
in real-time. One typical pressure curve has been collected,
as illustrated in Fig. 16. The injection procedure started at
17s, and the vessel burst and a steep drop in pressure can
be observed at about 65s along the curve. The corresponding
peak pressure value was recorded as the burst pressure value
for each sealed vessel. Another local peak can be found
during the 20-40s injection. This happened because a certain
pressure was needed to overcome the adhesive force inside
the vessel in the duration of injection. Once this pressure
value was sufficiently high, the inner wall of the vessel will be
separated from adhesion, which also led to a sudden volume
increase and a subsequent slight pressure decreases.

The burst pressure values of each group have been summa-
rized in Table 7. The group1 was operated by the enhanced
hemostatic scalpel while the group2was produced by the con-
ventional one. The average burst pressure value for the pro-
posed scalpel is 12.5% higher than the conventional scalpel.
If the maximum and minimum values are removed to min-
imize the impact of accidental circumstances on results, the
trimmedmean of each group is 297.5mmHg and 247.5mmHg
respectively. Then, the average burst pressure increasement
rises from 12.5% to 20.2%, which denotes an improved
coagulation ability. One of the recorded burst pressures (the
3rd seal) in group1 is only 120mmHg, which is significantly
lower than the others (about 50% lower than the second
smallest value). There existed excessive fat attached around
the 3rd blood vessel in group1, and such fat turned into excess
oil flowing between the vessel wall and scalpel, resulting
in more heat dissipation and a poor seal. The results of the

FIGURE 15. Experimental setup for investigation of the burst pressure.

FIGURE 16. Pressure curve of the chicken carotid during the injection.

ex-vivo experiment indicate the proposed scalpel achieves an
improved sealing capacity, which is well consistent with the
simulation result.

D. DISCUSSION
During the experiments, we found that the resonance fre-
quency of the ultrasonic scalpel would decrease (no more
than 0.5%) with the heat generation and accumulation on
the piezoelectric ceramic and the ultrasonic scalpel blade
during the tissue-tool interaction. With the increase of con-
tinuous working duration, this phenomenon tends to become
more apparent, which would affect the performances of the
ultrasonic scalpel. It is necessary to track the resonance fre-
quency of the ultrasonic scalpel and adjust working frequency
accordingly, targeting to realize the cutting and sealing with
a high efficiency [34]. For the coagulation dissection experi-
ments of chicken carotids, it is worth noting that the excessive
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TABLE 7. The burst pressure values of each group.

fat attached to the vessels is harmful to the sealing effect.
A proper surface modification of the blade that can be inves-
tigated with the bioinspired design to realize fast drain of the
generated oil, should be effective to avoid such phenomenon
and further improve the sealing ability [35].

V. CONCLUSION
The theoretical design, structural optimization, dynamic
analysis, and experimental tests of the enhanced hemostatic
ultrasonic scalpel have been presented in this paper. The
electromechanical equivalent method was employed to deter-
mine the initial geometric dimensions of the scalpels. The
specific design with four spiral grooves on the concentrator
changes the working mode from the longitudinal vibration to
the longitudinal-torsional vibration. The vertical motion com-
ponent is enlarged correspondingly, facilitating the energy
transmission to enhance the sealing capacity. The FEM-based
simulation was carried out to perform simulation and design
optimization to further improve the scalpel’s cutting and
sealing performances. The temperature distribution exper-
iments on subcutaneous adipose tissue were conducted to
validate the improved heat transferring efficiency. The pro-
posed ultrasonic scalpel achieved better results than that of
the conventional scalpel at different tissue layers. The seal-
ing capacity of the ultrasonic scalpels has been investigated
through the coagulation dissection and burst pressure test of
the chicken carotid experiment. The improved average burst
pressure value has verified the enhanced hemostatic effects
of the proposed ultrasonic scalpel. Future work will involve
the implementation of the frequency tracking technique to
design the driving part and further improve the cutting and
coagulation performances, and the application of Fiber Bragg
Grating-based force and temperature sensing to monitor the
operational process [36]. The assessment of thermal damage
and comparison with other kinds of ultrasonic scalpels will
be also investigated.
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